
Empires & Kingdoms 
Matthew 25: 31 - 46 

 

So much of our public discourse throughout 2020 has been about divide. Red and blue. Black 

Lives Matter or Blue Lives Matter. Trump or Biden. Right and Left. It seems fairly fitting that 

(as the weather turns colder, the radio stations begin playing Christmas songs and there is much 

longing for the beauty and warmth of the baby Jesus) the lectionary would take us to this 

passage. Before we can get to Emmanuel (Christ with us), we must go through the separation of 

the sheep and the goats.  

As I sat down to read this week’s text, I thought to myself, “Come on! More separation? Some 

are sent to the right hand and others the left? Some are goats and other sheep?” Perhaps I should 

have just been happy they weren’t separated into elephants and donkeys. That would have just 

hit too close to home. 

Of course, I jest. The political divisions of our nation are not as easy as naming one side 

righteous and the other not. Those types of delineations don’t occur because of a label one puts 

on no matter how much each side believes that to be true. It just simply isn’t.  

Jesus does not separate them on how they see or identify themselves. The sheep do not know 

they are sheep. The goats do not know they are goats. The sheep have no idea they are to be 

rewarded and the goats have no clue they will be turned away. 

In many Christian traditions, this is how the text is read. It is read as one centered on judgement. 

For sure it is in the text. Upon the return of the Son of Man, upon Jesus’ return, the people of the 

world will be separated as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. The righteous will be 

seated at the right hand of God. The unrighteous at the left. Thought of in this way, this reading 

is another warning to “get right with God” and avoid eternal damnation. For when Jesus returns 

in glory, he will come as the Son of Man and do what humans do, divide.  

There is no doubt; Jesus is making a distinction. He recognizes that our human minds work this 

way and understand the world this way. We live and move and ground our being in labels, 

categories and group affiliations. Jesus uses this modality to make a clear line between two 

things. But, it isn’t really between people. It is between the ways of this world and the ways of 

God. It is a distinction between the Empire of the World and the Empire of God.  

The time when the Empire of the World (the Roman Empire) will come for Jesus is quickly 

approaching. The powerful and mighty super power of the day will be coming for the Jewish 

man who would not stop talking about how their power was nothing compared to God’s. The 

empire of this world deals in subjugation and scarcity. It wields its power and influence by 

controlling every aspect of a person’s life: from who they affiliate with, to how they are seen by 

others to what they are allowed to say, do, think or possess. The empire of this world separates 

people into right and left (good and evil/deserving and undeserving) in order to turn them against 

one another. 

The Empire of God, Jesus tells us, can be seen whenever we move away from such mental 

exercises as separating “me and mine” from “the other.” The realm, the empire and the Kingdom 



of God is not some place in the sky we must wait to enter. It is present whenever we do God’s 

work in the world. It is present whenever we embody Jesus Christ.  

If we dive deeper into the text, we continue reading the verses after our parable and discover that 

Jesus and his disciples are just two days away from the Passover. They are two days away from 

the time Jesus will be handed over to be crucified. In this most crucial time, Jesus chooses to 

offer this teaching, his last public discourse. Jesus chooses to discuss what the disciples are to 

look forward to. He tells them this story which is supposed to offer a balm for the pain of his 

crucifixion. Jesus offers a delineation between what serving the empire of this world looks like 

versus serving the empire of God. At the heart, however, this parable’s balm is the fact that the 

Son of Man never truly leaves.  

After Jesus is crucified, his followers can still find him. They can still serve him and live into his 

ways. How? They can feed the hungry, clothe the naked, visit the imprisoned, and welcome the 

stranger. When they are overwhelmed by the atrocities and unmet needs of this world and long 

for the peace, stability and reign of God, then simply take care of the least among us.  

In our modern world this can sometimes be a challenge. As a born and bred NY-er it, in fact, 

goes against everything I was taught about how to survive in this world. From every part of a 

young child’s life, you are told, “when a stranger comes up to you, ignore them. Cross the street. 

Avoid eye contact. When the homeless beg for money, if you decide to give, be careful that no 

one sees your money or how much you gave because you might get mugged later. It is probably 

better to just keep on walking.” For people raised this way, the hardest part is recognizing the 

need. The first step is letting the need register in our minds and then allow it to move our hearts.  

That’s the strength of communities such as South Church. You come together, and talk about the 

challenges of living in our world and in the Amherst community. You wrestle with the questions 

on how to meet the needs of your neighbors. And, you do the work. You collect food for the 

Survival Center. You help raise funds for others whose historic worship space lacked adequate 

heat. Whether it is a concerted effort that takes weeks or months to plan, or it happens on a 

whim. These are the moments when Christ is revealed in the world. 

Some time ago, I was putzing around on the internet when I came across a story about a young 

woman named Sarah. She was on her way home in a very crowded Chicago train car when she 

began to feel dizzy and her chest began to tighten. As Sarah’s vision began to get spotty, she 

recognized that she was having a panic attack. She thought might pass out. So, when the train 

pulled into the next stop, she rushed to get off. As she stepped off the car, Sarah’s vision went 

black, and, just as it did, she felt a warm but strong hand on her arm. The hand guided her to a 

bench on the platform. As Sarah began to breathe more deeply and her vision returned, she was 

greeted by a stranger. Another passenger saw her in distress and decided to get off to make sure 

she was okay. This stranger sat with her until she felt better and could stand up again. Sarah 

describes this stranger as an angel who saved her, saying, “I don’t know what would have 

happened to me if she hadn’t helped me.” 

We can give in to our human nature and remain focused our own survival, or we can embrace 

those who are hurting or in need. We could focus on the coming of the Son of Man and do our 

best to appear as righteous as the sheep, or we can do our best to emulate the all-encompassing 

unbounded love of Jesus and let that guide where we go and what we do. No matter what label 

we want to proudly wear in this world, there is only one demarcation that matters. Are we a 



welcomer of the stranger? Are we a feeder of the hungry? Do we offer replenishment to the 

thirsty? Are we visitors of the lonely, separated, caged and imprisoned? Do we clothe the naked?  

It is clear. We cannot expect our government to do this in our name. It is up to us to seek and 

serve the Christ which resides in all persons. In our topsy turvy world which is 2020, this could 

be as big and bold as eliminating medical debt for thousands of people who face starvation or 

homelessness under its financial pressure. It could also be as quiet, yet momentous, as reaching 

out to an acquaintance you haven’t heard from in a while. So many are struggling with loneliness 

and grief in this time of social distancing and illness. Touching Christ can be as simple as 

picking up a phone and chatting with someone for whom your voice may be the closest human 

connection they have had in a long while.  

God’s realm is at hand. This is as beautiful and amazing a statement for us in this moment of 

2020 as it was for the early Christ followers. We are liberated. We do not need to wait for the 

end of the age and the final resurrection. We do not need to wait until our political party has 

secured unfettered dominance over all branches of government. We can experience the coming 

of God’s realm right here and right now.  

And, may it be so. May our individual moments of liberation come together into a crescendo felt 

across our community, across our nation and across the world.  


